Union Square Neighborhood Council
March 29, 2021
7 pm – 9 pm
Zoom Meeting
Attendees:
Board Members:
Michèle Hansen
Ann Camara
Andy Greenspon
Bill Cavelini
Tori Antonino
Bill Shelton
Isabella Drago
Phil Privitera
David Scott
Pennie Taylor
Gary Trujillo
Community Members:
Jacob Bloom
Gonzalo Puigbo - SCC
Blake Roberts Crall - SCC
Jessica Eshleman
Frank Katz
Cosmo DiSchino
John Springfield
Meredith Porter
1. Welcome and introductions
2. Public comment
Jacob Bloom: I want to discuss the Living Building Challenge, organized by the Living Futures
Institute. In the new zoning master plan options, this is as an alternative to passivhaus to attain
zero carbon certification. The Living Building Challenge is a bit beyond that, but many people
don’t understand it. I am a volunteer for the international Living Futures Institute and wanted to
see if you’d be interested in a presentation on the Living Building Challenge in the future, to
discuss the criteria for certification for such buildings. I also want to discuss the Living
Community Challenge, which looks at how this process can be applied to a whole neighborhood.

Jessica: Executive director of USMS. 1) Thanks to the USNC negotiation with US2, USMS is
hiring a Small BUsiness Liaison. We have restructured the position since our last hiring effort.
We are accepting applications until April 7. If you know anyone with economic empowerment
experience serving minority-owned and independently- owned businesses, please send them to
UnionSquareMain.org/jobs. 2) We are also hiring for a seasonal position, the Union Square
Farmers Market Lead. If you know someone interested in food justice and food security, please
direct them to the same website 3) The last two election cycles, the USNC had a board member
join the Union Square Business Meeting meeting to promote the election and discuss Board
service. I invite the USNC to do this again. We have the next Business Meeting April 25, 10-11
am.
Gonzalo Puigbo: There was a recent fire in Somerville that affected one of our 100Homes
properties, near the intersection of Lowell St and Somerville Ave. The people are safe and
housed in a hotel now, but they lost their possessions. As soon as we have information about a
link for donations, we will send it along to the USNC.
3. Approval of meeting minutes from March 01, March 15
Unanimous approval of March 01 minutes, with two abstentions.
Approval of March 15 minutes postponed to the next meeting.
4. Somerville Community Corporation Presentation
Blake Roberts Crall: I manage the First Source Jobs Program at SCC and help monitor the
related items in the CBA (Community Benefits Agreement) between the USNC and US2.
Today I am giving a presentation on Preventing Displacement through Access to Good Jobs.
Blake points out that SCC is 9 months into implementing a 5 year grant to help with the First
Source Jobs program that came out of the CBA between the USNC and US2. The program has
been around for 7 years now, and we are a local hiring program. We believe local hiring is good
for local businesses. We want to make sure people have what they need in order to afford to stay
in Somerville, through housing work, financial literacy work, and jobs work. We want to support
local businesses in their staff needs.
Trying to target those most at risk for displacement. First Source Job Seekers: 70% foreign born,
82% identify as people of color, average age = 43 years old, 60% female, 40% male.
63% of participants are non-native English Speakers: Beginner: 18%, Intermediate 25%,
Advanced 15%, near native/fluent: 45%.
Level of education: 24% less than high school diploma, 32% high school diploma or equivalent,
18% some college or associate’s degree, 26% bachelor’s degree or higher.
We work very closely with job seekers and employers. We train and refer highly-qualified
candidates. We provide support for our referred new hires to help them succeed on the job. We
support talent development & leadership development. People are looking for new skillsets to

advance their careers or have skill sets and are not sure how to match those with a possible job.
We try to match people with employers' job needs.
Program Outcomes: 250 job seekers per year. 50-70 job readiness workshops or networking
events per year, 77% placement rate.
Average Wage increased from $15.60/hr to $17.36/hr.
CBA Year 1 Work Plan So far - Blake discusses accomplishments so far.
Discussion of how to build equity into the life sciences workforce in Somerville. SCC will
facilitate city-level planning for long-term development of a skilled, local workforce. Match skill
sets, prioritize low-come and/or historically marginalized populations.
Discussion of the life sciences industry and the types of jobs available. Of life science postings
recently in the Boston area, only 10% of the postings did not require a bachelor’s degree or
higher - these are the jobs SCC will focus on (a large portion of residents of Somerville are very
educated and generally can more easily find jobs). Example life science jobs: Biological
Technician (Associate’s Degree, Driver’s License), Laboratory Technician (High school
diploma), Animal Caretaker (High school diploma).
SCC wants to attract high road businesses. There is a construction industry job fair April 12.
Also want to help undocumented populations, which can be the most difficult to find people jobs
without work permits. Most jobs within the new planned Union Square developments will not be
accessible to undocumented populations.
What kind of 5-year goals do we want to set - percentages of people hired, how diverse is the
hiring, how will we know we are successful in the end?
Question and Answer period:
Bill S: Seven life sciences developments currently proposed, with about 4 million sq ft of new
space and 12,000 new jobs, requiring many different skill levels for jobs. Do you think there are
sufficient job training programs available for Somerville residents, or is there something we can
do to support putting together additional programs?
SomerVision 2040, which has yet to be published, sets one of the goals as job creation to the
point that the number of jobs = number of people in the workforce in Somerville. In thinking
about the 5-year goals, please think about how to maximize the number of those jobs that go to
people who already live here.
Blake: We are working with MaxHire, which is the regional employment board for our area. We
think 10% of people coming out of the jobs training programs might then have the skill sets
matched for these jobs. I would guess that not enough people are getting trained for the large
number of jobs that will be available, especially for the populations we are concerned about,
unless there is a large shift in the job requirements, as you need very specific job training for
many of these jobs.
Gonzalo Puigbo: There are certain more intensive job training programs around the area, but
they require people to get out of their job to be trained for a full week, when they are not
receiving any income from their current job.

Bill S: A stipend to pay for this jobs training should be a legitimate expense of the Jobs Linkage
funds for developments. Employing Somerville people for Somerville jobs is very good for the
environment, due to less commuting and traffic. I would recommend that SCC and USNC reach
out to local environmental groups to bring them in to support programs for jobs training and
placement.
Bill Cav asks for clarification that the job statistics presented are metro north region and don’t
apply to Boston. (Blake says this is correct.) Bill Cav points out that the life science building
developers here so far say they are getting nibbles from small life science companies and not
larger ones yet. Bill Cav asks to look into if there is a similar situation for such developments in
Boston proper. Blake says that we can extrapolate from current life science companies and how
many people they are hiring and what skills those people have, to figure out those types of jobs
training needs in Somerville to determine the jobs skills that will be broadly applicable.
Bill Cav suggests looking at how Kendall Square has evolved with the companies in that area to
extrapolate for possible companies in Union Square. Blake points out the issue of whether
companies will be hiring new people or just moving from a different location and bringing in
current employees. Bill S in chat: “Bristol Meyers Squibb, which is not a small company, will be
taking over the new building in the Somerville portion of Cambridge Crossing.” Bill S points out
a substantial number of Partners Healthcare employees that decided not to come to the new
Assembly Row location, and he expects it to be the same for Bristol Meyers Squibb.
Michèle: Would the expansion of your jobs training work include working with the Somerville
Vocational Technical program? For example, banking jobs are a great place for people with high
school or associate’s degrees to advance their education while working. We should ask these
local companies if people employed can be put onto a track to advance their education
concurrently.
Blake: On the job training and apprenticeship programs are really helpful in these situations. We
want to make them as accessible as possible. There are no age requirements to join our program we are not targeting based on age. We just got connected to the Vocational Technical program
though. Michèle points out there are older people at those types of programs as well going back
to get more education and jobs training.
Gonzalo Puigbo: Explaining outcomes in spending money allocated. 37.5 hours a week on this
program specifically. We utilized the efforts from Blake as the Director, with two first source
jobs coaches. Blake monitors the program, the two first source jobs coaches are allocated with
the money from the CBA. I play a supervisory role and Marsha is the finance manager. I know at
the beginning, members of the community wanted us to hire someone specifically for this
contract. We did not do this primarily for financial reasons. We lost a significant contract from
SCALE which would have been equal funding to that from the CBA. We put significant work
and effort into this contract and expect to next year. If we receive additional funding next year,
we do expect to hire people. We utilize our full time staff along with an AmeriCorp person who

plays a supportive role on the administrative side. We expect to have another AmeriCorp
candidate next year. We don’t exactly know how this funding is going to get to us next year,
whether directly from US2 or through a grant from the City. We’re getting close to the end of the
current contract, so for the stability of the program, it would be important to know how the
financing will work for the second year.
Michèle: CBA monitoring committee is meeting April 5 with US2 and will work on that.
5. May Election Update - Has the Elections Committee set an election date - any other
deadlines?
Gary: Bill Cav, Isabella, and I were at the Elections Committee meeting. Election will be held
on two separate days. 1) Saturday May 22, 10 am - 2 pm. 2) Tuesday May 25 with morning,
noon, evening time windows. Due date for candidacy forms is April 23. A flyer is being
produced under the guidance of Ben Baldwin. There was lots of discussion about whether the inperson elections can be held as in the past with someone at a table welcoming people, making
sure they are eligible, or whether we can just have drop boxes. We decided to have in-person
monitoring. No location is firmly set. There is a question of whether we can use the Public
Safety Building as in the past - this question is being looked into. I submitted an email to the
board with suggested edits to the draft flyer.
Isabella: Elections Committee will check everyone’s availability to determine specific time slots
for voting on May 25. Laurie Goldman has Qualtrics to use for possible online voting, and she
will try this out.
Bill Cav: There was discussion about Opavote which would be more costly. And discussion of
Google Forms, but that would not be as secure as Qualtrics.
Gary: I will be interested in hearing about Qualtrics from Laurie as during the Working Group,
most people felt it was too hard for online voting to be secure.
David supports hearing a report from the Elections Committee on the issue of online voting
security followed by discussion by the Board.
Bill Cav: The issue during the Working Group was the appearance of security, which was felt to
be as important as the actual security of an online voting system.
Gary: Particularly because terms for the USNC Board will be two years this time, we should
really think about what it takes to do a greater degree of outreach this time around to solicit
candidacy from people in general communities who we feel might be especially qualified, such
as, those we have talked to who live near the intersection of Columbia St. and Webster Ave.

Bill S.: Jessica in chat asks if the candidacy deadline can be extended to 4/26, so that business
operators who attendthe April Business Meeting could declare if they chose to.
Andy motions to have the USNC Board instruct the Elections Committee to move the candidacy
deadline to 4/26, 11:59 pm. Unanimous approval.
Gary wants the board to approve of the edited Election’s flyer, which includes business owners
who can apply and also a link to more specific descriptions of what the USNC is and
encouragement of people to apply.
Bill Cav points out that the Elections Committee has three very experienced organizers on it, and
he trusts their judgement on how much to put on a flyer. There is such a thing as too much
information. Bill Cav would rather see the flyer in three languages than just one language with
more information.
Gary: Despite the qualifications of its members, the Elections Committee, it has not taken into
proper account presenting information in a clear and organized fashion and that this piece of the
flyer is being used for non-important information. My preference is to use that space to point to a
webpage, and we can put whatever we want there. And this website will invite candidates to run
for office and say something about why they might want to run.
Michèle: Gary, do you just want to have a link to the website?
Gary: I suggest having a link on the flyer to a specific page on the website. That page, which
will provide a brief history of USNC and reasons for potential candidates to run, is now under
construction.
Michèle: What do you mean by “giving reasons to run?”
Gary: That would be up to the Board. The tinyURL on the draft flyer shows a link to the
webpage in progress. It should describe the USNC succinctly, give a summary of the history
including a description of the D2 development of US2 and the CBA, and some of the current
projects we are working on, and give some sense to a potential candidate for why they might
want to run.
Tori is unsure about changing the flyer from what it was before if important information is
removed.
Isabella shares Gary’s draft version of the USNC Board board candidacy flyer.

Andy: I would like to see the original flyer to compare to this edited one that Gary made.
Gary says the original flyer had two methods for submitting the completed candidates form drop it off at CAAS with the CAAS address listed, or send it to the USNC email address. Gary
thought this info was not needed, as it is in the candidate packet. Gary added a web link to the
flyer with the candidate packet and other relevant information on running in the Board election.
Gary also added the words “operate a business” in the section that describes who is eligible to
run for the USNC board.
Tori wants to make sure there is a non-web based way for candidates to get election information
and the candidate packet, and to submit their election forms. Michèle agrees.
Bill S points out there is a link to the USNC election information at the left side of the flyer
already. Why not put the link to any necessary election webpage on the landing page for the link
on the flyer?
Gary: When someone comes across this flyer, that is not the time when they need to know
where to drop off their candidate forms - that information goes into the candidates packet which
says to fill out the candidacy form and explains how to submit it.
Isabella: You can have a link tree, with a universal link to anything we have for our website that
we want to show.
Andy motions 1) for the flyer to include the CAAS address where possible USNC board
candidates can pick up a physical copy of the candidate packet, 2) for the flyer to have one link
to the website with the candidate packet and other relevant info, and 3) the flyer to have the
USNC Email address. Unanimous approval.
Gary, Bill Cav, or Isabella will convey this information to the Elections Committee. Gary
volunteers to do so.
6. Developer Updates
a. DLJ neighborhood meeting for Boynton Yards Building II, Civic Space 1
Tori: Ann made a suggestion to the developers and [City Councillor] JT Scott that it might be
nice to have an orchard. And JT shot down that idea because of the rats in the community. And I
thought this was fairly dismissive, as if we cannot have community gardens in Somerville
because of rats.
Bill Cav: This was an open public meeting, so we do not need to report in detail about it.
(a recording should be available online)

b. CV Properties
Bill Cav: We told CV Properties that we have a bunch of asks we have made to previous
developers that we will make to them. We said that we would provide them with a list. CV
Properties said they had some ideas for Community Benefits. We will discuss these issues in
Executive Session. It was a productive meeting. CV Properties also met separately with 80
Webster residents. 80 Webster residents also met with The City Planning Staff today. CV
Properties refiled their ENF form with MEPA Act, after having previously withdrawn their first
submission. This ENF is essentially the same as the first one.
Tori: The Urban Design Commission approved the design of the five story building, but not yet
the high rise building. The high rise building will be discussed again at the next UDC meeting in
a couple weeks.
c. US2 and D2 block
No new updates.
d. Any other updates
Bill Cav: April 1 meeting for a marijuana establishment in Union Square. We may want to
discuss this at a future date.
Eversource invited representatives of the USNC board to attend a meeting for discussion of some
large scale work in Cambridge that will have an effect on Union Square.
Ann: It is an underground substation under some key Union Square streets that they want to put
in starting in the range of 2024-2028.
Michèle: There is a rebuilding neighborhoods advisory group with the Asian Community
Development Corporation and discussion of building alliances. Ann and I are going to go to this
tomorrow to find out more about that to report back to the Board. Their primary issue right now
is promoting affordable housing.
Jessica: Union Leaf Planning Board application - despite being the first Somerville Resident
adult-use cannabis licenses, it is the last dispensary that is able to build their building. The
Pradan family moved from Nepal in the 90s. They are serial entrepreneurs in the best way. The
Ryles Dance Hall in Inman Square is a project of theirs. The City of Cambridge gave him an
award because he gave an additional affordable unit in a development beyond what was
supported in Zoning.

They have run into complications related to the Zoning Code changes in December 2019.
Previously they wouldn’t have needed to do a traffic study and other investments such as a green
roof - these are significant. They have been permitted to serve dispensary since December 2019,
but they have been dealing with the Zoning Overhaul requirements. Their Special Permit has a
deadline, and if they do not get approval, they need to do the process all over again.
Andy: Not sure why it took so long to get the Union Leaf design and approvals done. I have a
few architectural issues with the current design of the proposed building but also want to make
sure they can get this approved if it would cost them a lot of money otherwise. Could maybe put
specific architectural change requirements in the Planning Board approval.
Jessica: Delays are probably primarily two in nature: 1) they were ready to act under the
previous zoning code, but the zoning was changed right after they got their dispensary license
approved. 2) All City Staff are working remotely and they are understaffed, and the Planning
Board has a large volume of cases right now.

7. Scheduling the next USNC meeting
Next meeting scheduled for April 12, 7 pm.
8. Public comment
Tori: Native Plant Ordinance passed this week, the first in the country.
The percentages of required native species is as follows: 75% in parks, 50% for street trees, 25%
in plazas.
9. Executive Session for the purposes of developer negotiation strategies
Unanimous vote to go into Executive Session for the purposes of discussing developer
negotiation strategies.

